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whether youre a new or seasoned pilot, the all-new x flight planner for pc-2 is the most powerful, easy-to-use product in the industry. its intuitive, user-friendly design
makes it a breeze to fly with, yet it includes a wealth of functions that make it a powerful management tool for pilots and flight departments alike. if youre an instructor
looking for a tool to help you prepare students for their first solo flights, or you want to add a powerful management feature to your own flight department, the new x
flight planner will make your life easier and your planning and management time more efficient than ever before. i have had no problems running the flight planner in
windows 10. i downloaded the latest version for windows 7 however and i get an error message when i run the program. i have tried on several different computers
and even different windows 7 and 8.1 versions. none of them worked. i have windows 10 home and still get the same message. i don't know if anyone else is having

this problem. it is really frustrating. for those that have been using the x flight planner in the past - we hope youve enjoyed the new release. weve updated the app to
include all the new features you have been requesting. however, if you are new to the x flight planner, here is a quick run down of whats new the garmin pilot app on
your iphone or ipad provides the most intuitive and comprehensive way to navigate, plan, analyze and manage the sky. it provides an intuitive way to access all of
your data and integrates seamlessly with the foreflight app for your ipad. it has been optimized to support android tablets. you can use foreflight mobile (ios and

android) to access critical information when youre on the ground or while in flight.
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